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We introduce a new class of excitable systems with two-dimensional fast dynamics that includes inertia.
A novel transition from excitability to relaxation oscillations is discovered where the usual Hopf
bifurcation is followed by a cascade of period doubled and chaotic small excitable attractors and, as
they grow, by a new type of canard explosion where a small chaotic background erratically but
deterministically triggers excitable spikes. This scenario is also found in a model for a nonlinear
Fabry-Perot cavity with one pendular mirror.
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Excitability is an important property of a variety of
systems studied in many fields, including neural-sciences,
chemistry, several branches of physics, and engineering,
etc. Neural cells [1], cardiac tissues [2], autocatalytic re-
actions [3], semiconductor microcavities [4], among a
much larger variety of examples, exhibit excitable dynam-
ics characterized by the existence of one stable steady state
that can be forced to spike by external stimuli of amplitude
above a given relatively small threshold. The excitable
spikes have well defined shape, amplitude, and duration
that do not depend on the detailed nature of the stimulus
and are followed by a characteristic refractory time interval
during which the system is not responsive to any new,
above-threshold stimuli.
In all the cited examples, excitability is the result of
multiple time scale dynamics [5]. The van der Pol–
FitzHugh–Nagumo (vdPFN) system [6], originally con-
ceived as a simple description of neural activity, paradig-
matically illustrates this fact:




 _y  "x a: (2)
When "  1, the typical rates of variation for x and y are
very different. Notice, however, that x can vary at the same
slow rate as y in an "-wide band of phase space around the
nullcline of x, the curve y  x3=3 x also referred to as
the slow manifold of the motion. Thus, the vdPFN dynam-
ics can be decomposed into a sequence of periods of slow
motion taking place near the slow manifold separated by
fast relaxations along the x direction described by Eq. (1)
with y  const. The last constraint defines a one-
dimensional fast manifold [7].
The only steady state x; y  a; a3=3 a of the
vdPFN model is globally stable for jaj> 1 and unstable
for jaj< 1. When the fixed point is stable, the system is
excitable as described above, while for jaj< 1, it performs
self-sustained relaxation oscillations. In Eqs. (1) and (2),
the transition from excitability to relaxation oscillations
takes place at a  ac  1, initially through a supercriti-
cal Hopf bifurcation giving birth to a small quasiharmonic
limit cycle of amplitude growing as
jacj  jajp near ac.
However, the splitting of time scales limits the transitional
regime to a narrow range of a of order " below jacj. Out of
this range, the frequency and the amplitude of the limit
cycle abruptly change to those of the relaxation oscillations
regime. These sudden changes are known as canard ex-
plosions [8], and their physical implications are currently
under intense investigation [9–12].
In two-dimensional (2D) phase-spaces, this scenario of a
single Hopf bifurcation followed by a canard explosion is
the only possible. In contrast, higher-dimensional systems
support more varied and complex dynamics with chaos,
mixed-mode oscillations, erratic bursting, etc. Some 3D
generalizations of the vdPFN model with a 2D slow mani-
fold and 1D fast motions have appeared in electronics [13],
laser physics [14], chemistry [15], ecology [16], etc.
Surprisingly, however, excitable systems with one-
dimensional slow-manifolds and at least two-dimensional
fast ones have not been studied so far.
This Letter aims to uncover surprising features in this
class of systems. Inspired by the dynamics of a nonlinear
Fabry-Perot cavity with one pendular mirror, we introduce
a 3D extension of the vdPFN model where the fast motion
includes inertial terms, therefore occurring on a two-
dimensional fast manifold. We then show that such inertia
leads to a radically new scenario for the transition from
excitability to relaxation oscillations. The initial Hopf
bifurcation is now followed by a cascade of period-
doubling bifurcations producing a sequence of small peri-
odic and chaotic attractors, that develops before relaxation
oscillations arise. On each of these attractors, the system
displays excitable behavior, but as the mean amplitude of
the chaotic attractors grows, a canard regime sets in where
the small chaotic background spontaneously triggers ex-
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citable spikes in an erratic but deterministic sequence. We
finally demonstrate this scenario in a detailed physical
model for pendular optical cavities where a competition
between the radiation pressure on the mirrors and their
thermal expansion caused by the partially absorbed intra-
cavity power provides the basic ingredient for a vdPFN
dynamics while the mechanical reaction of the pendular
mirror introduces inertia in the fast motion. Since pendular
cavities are important for applications in quantum optics
experiments [17,18] and gravitational wave detection
[19,20], the interest of these results extends well beyond
the domain of nonlinear dynamics.
As a paradigm to study the effects of inertia on excitable
dynamics, let us introduce a minimal model by extending
the vdPFN to 3D with an acceleration term in the equation
for the fast-variable:




 _y  "x a: (4)
As in the noninertial case, a is the control parameter, and
"  1 separates the time scales. The additional parameter
k determines the relative importance of the inertial motion
as well as its time scale, taking us to the original vdPFN in
the limit k ! 0. Here, however, we are interested in the
range 1 * 1=k  " where we shall see that fast relaxation
and inertia are comparably important to the fast dynamics.
For this range of k, an inspection of Eqs. (3) and (4)
reveals that, since y typically changes at a much slower rate
than x and _x, the motion still splits into fast and slow
epochs [7]. During the fast epochs, the change of y can
be neglected, and the dynamics be described by Eq. (3)
with y  const as a parameter. The ‘‘fixed points’’ of this
dynamical subsystem lay on the one-dimensional S-shaped
manifold   fxy; _x  0; yg defined by the equation
x3y=3 xy  y. It is on this manifold, then, where the
slow dynamics described by Eq. (4) can now take place.
With respect to the fast dynamics (3) defined on the planes
y  const transversal to the slow manifold, the fixed points
along  are saddles if x2y < 1, stable nodes if 1< x2y < 1
1=4k, and stable foci if x2y > 1 1=4k. Therefore, the slow
manifold  is composed of two attracting branches 1 
 \ fx > 1g and 2   \ fx <1g separated by a repel-
ling branch, 3   \ f1< x< 1g.
In the limit " ! 0, we can qualitatively describe the
dynamics of Eqs. (3) and (4) with pretty much the same
singular analysis valid for the noninertial case (1) and (2)
[21]. Since the branches 1;2 rapidly attract all neighboring
trajectories—while 3 repels them—most of the time, the
motion has to take place along these branches. There,
Eq. (4) dictates that y grows for x < a and decreases for
x > a. When this prescription forces the system to reach
any of the y-turning points x  1 on , the trajectory
forcibly abandons the slow manifold turning on the fast
dynamics that drives it to the opposite stable branch. As in
the vdPFN model, the only fixed point of the system is
x; _x; y  a; 0; a3=3 a which, as a varies, also be-
comes unstable through a supercritical Hopf bifurcation
of frequency !  "p . Here, however, this bifurcation
occurs at a   1 "kp regaining the noninertial value
in the limit " ! 0 under consideration. Hence, the fixed
point is stable if it lies on the branches 1;2 and unstable on
3. In the first situation, attained with jaj> 1, the dynam-
ics is excitable: the system is bound to asymptotically rest
on the globally attracting fixed point, but once there, it can
be forced to temporarily jump to the opposite stable branch
by means, for example, of a shortly lasting temporary reset
of a to a value across the nearest turning point x  1.
During its return path to rest—which involves reaching
first the turning point of this branch, jumping then back to
the branch of the fixed point, and finally converging to it—
the system is refractory, i.e., insensitive to any further
perturbation. Conversely, when jaj< 1, the system per-
forms relaxation oscillations through a cycle composed by
segments of the stable branches ending at the x  1
y-turning points followed by rapid jumps to the opposite
branch.
Although the features described above are quite similar
to those in the original vdPFN, the dynamics of Eqs. (3)
and (4) is radically different. First of all, recall that as fixed
points of the 2D fast subsystem (3), 1;2 consists of stable
foci, except for two short segments near the y-turning
points x  1 where they become stable nodes.
Therefore, except for these small regions, the trajectories
near—but not strictly on—these branches are shrinking
helicoids. This is particularly true immediately after the
jumps. This spiralling behavior contrasts with the mono-
tonic decay that can uniquely be expected in the noninertial
case.
Even more interestingly diverse in our inertial excitable
system is the transitional canard regime from excitability
to relaxation oscillations. Notice first that the Hopf bifur-
cation takes place while the fixed point is still on the
attracting branches 1;2. Since the whole system is 3D,
there is room for a complex scenario that includes cascades
of period doubled and chaotic attractors of small amplitude
in an " neighborhood of these branches. This is illustrated
by Fig. 1 where a bifurcation diagram similar to that of the
logistic map is computed from our system varying a over a
small interval contiguous to the initial Hopf bifurcation. In
each one of these multiplicity of attractors, the system is
excitable: small perturbations elicit small responses from it
that rapidly return back to the attractor [Fig. 2(a)] while
sufficiently strong stimuli provoke a long excursion, in-
sensitive to the details of the perturbation, to the opposite
stable branch before returning to the attractor [Fig. 2(b)].
Moreover, during such excursion, the system is refractory
to further stimuli as in the fixed point based excitability.
We can thus dub this novel generalized scenario as ‘‘cha-
otic excitability.’’
As a approaches the y-turning point, the mean amplitude
of the attractors grows as seen in Fig. 1, until the chaotic
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fluctuations are sufficiently large to eventually trigger the
fast dynamics. This results in an erratic—sensitive to
initial conditions—sequence of canard spikes on top of a
chaotic background (Fig. 3). Further varying a, the mean
firing rate increases until a periodic regime is finally
reached. Similar sequences have been experimentally ob-
served in a ferroin-catalyzed Belousov-Zhabotinskii reac-
tion performed in a continuous-stirred tank reactor [22].
This behavior is reminiscent of the one observed in the
vdPFN model forced by random noise. There, the system
responds by randomly spiking on a noisy background, with
a mean firing rate that increases with the noise amplitude
and with an exponentially vanishing interspike interval
(ISI) distribution cutoff at the refractory time [23]. Here,
in contrast, there are no external forces, the aperiodic
background triggers excitable spikes in an erratic but com-
pletely deterministic sequence, and, on top of the expo-
nential tail, the ISI histogram displays a complicated
structure of sharp peaks (Fig. 3(b)) revealing the complex
structure of unstable periodic orbits embedded in the cha-
otic attractor nonlinearly filtered by the excitability
threshold.
The scenario described above is found in a detailed
physical model of a high-finesse, pendular Fabry-Perot
cavity in the presence of radiation pressure and photo-
thermal effects. In such systems, both effects are signifi-
cant and competitive: while the former increases the cavity
length by pushing the mirrors, the latter decreases it [24]
due to the thermal expansion of the mirrors. With an input
field detuned to the red from the cavity resonance, the first
effect tends to increase the intracavity optical power and
the second to reduce it. Under appropriate conditions, the
interplay between these effects operating at different time
scales produces excitability and relaxation oscillations in
the optical intensity [25]. Indeed, the physics involved is
analogous to the one theoretically and experimentally ob-
served in semiconductor microcavities where the intracav-
ity optical path nonlinearly depends on the optical intensity
via the refractive index [12]. However, while in semicon-
ductors, the fast and slow motions are strongly over-
damped, in pendular cavities, the mechanical reaction of
the pendular mirror is important. The model thus requires





_   
1 0  2





1 0  2

; (6)
where  and  are the detuning variation due to radiation
pressure and photothermal effect, respectively, Q is the
mechanical quality factor of the pendulum, 0 the cold-
cavity detuning, ~" the mirror temperature rate of change,
and  and  measure the strength of the radiation pressure
and photothermal effects [26].
When ~"  1, the evolution of  is slow with respect to
that of the other variables. By separating fast and slow
motion in the limit ~" ! 0, one can find that the structure
and the stability of the slow manifold is analogous to that
of Eqs. (3) and (4) and that the slow motion is restricted on
the curve F;   0 (S-shaped line in Fig. 4). The steady
 
FIG. 1. (a) Bifurcation diagram for the peak values of x as the
parameter a is varied in Eqs. (3) and (4). (b) Signal form of x for
a  f1:0225;1:019;1:0172;1:01g from top to bottom.
Everywhere, k  3 and "  0:03.
 
FIG. 2. System response to a -like perturbation of ampl-
itude p0 delivered at t0  1000 on the right hand side of
Eq. (4) with a  1:01, k  3, "  0:03. (a) p0  8
 102.
(b) p0  9
 102.
 
FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Temporal evolution of x in the
chaotically spiking regime. (b) The corresponding ISI distribu-
tion. (c) Phase-space trajectory with the slow manifold in dashed
line style and (d) projection of c) on the (x, y) plane. In all
panels, a  1:00927, k  3, "  0:03.
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states of the system are the solutions of the cubic equation
f1 0  1 2g    0. By changing 0, the
system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation followed by a period-
doubling route to small-amplitude chaos to finally reach a
chaotically spiking regime (see Fig. 4) as in the inertial
vdPFN. The experimental verification of these results is
currently in progress and will appear elsewhere.
In summary, we have shown that the addition of inertia
to the fast dynamics of the vdPFN equations leads to a new
scenario for the transition from excitability to relaxation
oscillations. Here, a Hopf bifurcation followed by a period-
doubling cascade generate a multiplicity of periodic and
chaotic excitable attractors that grow into a canard regime
where they trigger erratic but deterministic sequences of
spikes on top of a chaotic background. Our study opens a
suggestive way to further generalize excitability by con-
sidering higher-dimensional fast manifolds where the fast
dynamics itself could be chaotic, as well as complex
combinations of relatively high dimensional slow and
fast dynamics. We finally remark as an epistemological
feature of this work that the study of a nonlinear optical
system, critical in several advanced experiments, has mo-
tivated the development of a new mathematical body with
results that return to physics as inspiration for new re-
search. For instance, we expect that this new scenario
will be relevant for biological applications, such as the
study of some apparently erratic neural bursting that might
have well defined coding functions.
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Temporal evolution of  in the
chaotically spiking regime. (b) The corresponding phase-space
trajectory with the slow manifold in dashed line style and (c) its
projection on the (;) plane. In all panels, 0  1:676, Q 
3, ~"  4:9
 102,   3:01,   2:17.
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